
Zodiac™ Aquarius™ 
Special Effects

Zodiac™ Aquarius™ special effects add dazzling 
dimension to flat designs. From bases to textures 
and metallics, these effects take prints to the next 
level for maximum impact. 

Tactile and optical effects pack a punch. Zodiac 
Aquarius Soft Density inks are used to add texture 
and height to printed designs, capturing the true 
essence of graphic artwork. For designs that 
visually captivate, Zodiac Aquarius Foil Binder, 
Metallic Silver and Reflective Clear deliver high 
definition shine without sacrificing the soft hand 
provided by water based ink. 

Our starter kit contains the following four special 
effect inks:

 

PRODUCT BULLETIN

MATERIAL # MATERIAL DESCRIPTION PACK

FO20044476 Zodiac Aquarius Foil Binder 1 Kg

FO20044433 Zodiac Aquarius Metallic Silver 1 Kg

FO20044421 Zodiac Aquarius Reflective Clear 1 Kg

FO20044684 Zodiac Aquarius Soft Density Base 1 Kg
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Aquarius 
Suede Base 

Soft-hand suede base designed  
to provide smooth velvety textures  

or expanding foam effects

Aquarius 
Puff Base

Puff effect for raised, textured prints  
that can be printed up to 6% with  

Aquarius pigments

Aquarius 
Foil Binder

Thermoplastic foil adhesive for  
soft-hand, high shine foil effects

Aquarius 
Soft Density

Clear bases used to produce soft,
raised textured effects 

Aquarius 
Reflective Range

Silver and clear ready-to-use  
reflective inks

Aquarius 
Pearl Range

Gold, silver and a neutral pearl  
ready-to-use base that can be colored  

with up to 6% Aquarius pigments

Aquarius 
Particle Base

Particle base for use with up to 15% 
glitter particle designed to produce 

bright prints with soft hand

Aquarius 
Metallic Range

High shine, ready-to-use metallic silver  
and gold effect inks

Aquarius 
Brittle Base

For pull-to-crack or distressed effects  
that can be colored with up to 6%  

Aquarius pigments

The Aquarius™ waterbased inks are part of the 
Zodiac™ portfolio of inks, providing eco-conscious 
screen printing inks to printers. To learn more about 
waterbased and other eco-conscious inks, please 
contact Avient at +1.844.4AVIENT.


